
1. The former monastery of 

the «Réguliers» order 

2. A traditional Alsatian house

3. A bay window house from 

the late 15th century 

4. The «Lehtor» (Leh 

Gate), where once stood 

a gate identical to the 

«Breuschtor» (Bruche 

Gate) 

5. The pond, which used to 

be a ditch surrounding the village

6. A section of the village’s 

perimeter wall

7. The «Brieschhiesel» (Bruche House), or 

«Haxehiesel» (Witch House)

8. Castle Hervé, or «La 

Magnanerie» (former 18th 

century Royal 

School for silk farming)

9. A section of the footpath that ran 

along the perimeter wall, in the «Rue de la 

Bruche» (Bruche Street)

VERS ERNOLSHEIM-BRUCHE

10. Near 

the town hall, 

a mansion with 

cantilever beams

11. Opposite the town hall, 

another section of the footpath 

that ran along the ramparts

VERS ERGERSHEIM



Dachstein
Thanks to its geographical and hydrological situation, Dachstein 
lived through more than seven thousand years of rich history.

Although located in a flood-risk zone, the communal territory 
possesses in certain places a somewhat heightened landscape, 
which gave our primitive forefathers the possibility of settling down 
on an especially rich soil, thanks to the fertile alluvial deposits 
carried along by the Bruche River during flood season.

During the Gallo-Roman period of the 3rd century, Dachstein (which 
was then called by another name) was probably a «Burgus», or a 
«Castrum».

The village possibly owes its name to King Dagobert, since the Latin 
inscription «Dagoberto Fundator» was found on stones belonging 
to the castle, which was destroyed in 1675.

For four centuries (from 1226 AD to 1592 AD), Dachstein was an 
important stronghold, home to the bishops of Strasbourg.

12. Next to the footpath, another section of the perimeter wall

13. A weaver house, renovated to match 

the original

14. The Saint Martin Church (14th, 17th 

and 19th century)

15. The «Breuschtor» (Bruche Gate)

16. Sections of the wall of the Episcopal 

mill (14th century)

17. The Episcopal mill (19th century)

18. Turckheim Castle and its gardens

19. The former loess deposit, near Avolsheim (which was populated 

during the Neolithic period, around 5300 BC)

20. The burial places of the Tene (barrows from 1500 BC), near 

Ernolsheim-Bruche


